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1.The infallibility and indefectibility of the Church
The Church has been through the gravest crises in the course of Her history : external persecutions
like those which characterized the first three centuries of Her life and since then have always
accompanied Her ; internal crises, such as Arianism in the fourth century and the Great Western
Schism. However, the process of the Church’s “self‐demolition” “struck by those who belong to Her”
which Paul VI spoke of as far back as 1968[1], appears to be a crisis without precedent because of the
extent and depth of it.
We say this in a spirit of deep love for the Papacy, rejecting every form of anti‐infallibility, Gallicanism
and conciliarism ; in a word, every error that would diminish the role and mission of the Papacy. We
profess with the entire Church, that there is no higher authority on earth than that of the Pope, since
there is no mission or office more elevated than his. Jesus Christ, in the person of Peter and his
successors conferred to the Roman Pontiff, the mission to be the visible head of the Church and His
Vicar[2]. The dogmatic constitution Pastor aeternus of the First Vatican Council defined the dogmas of
the Roman Primacy and papal infallibility[3]. The first asserts that the Pope has supreme power of
jurisdiction, both ordinary and immediate, over individual Churches, individual pastors and all the
faithful. The second dogma teaches that the Pope is infallible when he speaks “ex cathedra”, which is
to say when in his function as Supreme Pastor, he defines that a doctrine in matters of faith or morals
must be held by the entire Church.
The authority of the Pope has precise limits however, which cannot be ignored. Javier Hervada in his
well‐known manual on Constitutional Canon Law, writes : “The power of the pope is not unlimited : it
is circumscribed within determined limits. The limits may regard the validity or lawfulness in his
exercise of power. The limits regarding validity are given as : a) of the natural law : b) of the positive
Divine law ; c) of the nature and the ends of the Church”[4].
If the Pope oversteps these limits he deviates from the Catholic Faith. It is common doctrine that the
Pope as a private doctor, may deviate from the Catholic Faith, falling into heresy[5]. The hypothesis of
a heretic Pope is treated as [a]“scholion” in all theological treatises[6].
It should be emphasized that the expression “private doctor” does not refer to the Supreme Pontiff’s
acts of a private nature, but to his “public” function as supreme Pastor of the Church[7]”. In his final
relatio on the dogma of infallibility at the First Vatican Council, Monsignor Vincenzo Gasser (1809‐
1879), representative of the Deputation of the Faith, stated precisely that as a “public person” it must be
understood that the Pope is speaking ex cathedra, with the intention of binding the Church to his
teaching[8]. The theological hypothesis of a heretical Pope does not contradict the dogma of
infallibility, since the infallibility concerns the person of the Pope only when he acts ex cathedra.

Further, also those who deny that the Pope can fall into heresy admit the possibility that he can
express himself in an erroneous, misleading or scandalous manner. Furthermore, if the problem of a
heretic Pope poses the problem of the loss of the Pontificate, the presence of a Pope fautor haeresim[9]
poses equally grave theological problems.
In order to better clarify this question, we must remember that alongside the dogma of the Roman
Primacy and Papal infallibility, a third exists, not yet defined by the solemn Magisterium but, in a
certain sense, it is the origin of the previous two : the dogma of the indefectibility of the Church.
Indefectibility is the supernatural property of the Church and thanks to this She will never disappear
but will arrive at the end of time identical to Herself , with no change in Her permanent essence, that
is, Her dogmas, Rites (the Mass and the Sacraments), and the Apostolic succession of Her hierarchy.
The Augustinian theologian Martin Jugie (1858‐1954), in the Catholic Encyclopaedia entry dedicated to
indefectibility, writes that this is a truth of the faith clearly contained in Holy Scripture and taught by
the Ordinary Magisterium[10]. Modernism opposed the indefectibility of the Church, and had, and
still has, theological, philosophical evolutionism as its basis[11].
Indefectibility includes not only the infallibility of the Pope, but of the entire Church. The Pope is,
under certain conditions, infallible, but not indefectible. The Church, which includes the Pope,
bishops and ordinary lay‐people, is infallible and indefectible. Theology differentiates between
essential or absolute infallibility and shared or relative infallibility : the first is God “qui nec falli nec
fallere potest”[12] ; the second is the charisma from God bestowed on His Church.
From the First Vatican Council onwards the infallibility of the Pope has been discussed a lot, both
affirming or denying it. Little to nothing has been said about the indefectibility and the infallibility of
the Church. Yet, the combination of papal infallibility and the infallibility of the Church, notes
Monsignor Brunero Gherardini, is conformable to Tradition and was confirmed by Vatican I :
“Definimus Romanum Pontificem... ea infallibilitate pollere, qua divinus Redemptor Ecclesiam suam...
instructam esse voluit”[13].
“Two infallibilities which are added or subtracted from each other are not at stake here,” specifies the
Roman theologian, “but [it is] the one and the same charisma which has, in the Church in the Pope
and in the bishops collegially considered in communion with the Pope, its lawful authority. This
charisma is expressed in a positive form prior to and perhaps more than a negative form. It is at work
when the Magisterium in announcing the Christian truth or settling eventual controversies, remains
faithful to the ‘depositum fidei’ (I Tim. 6, 20; 2 Tim. 1,4) or discovers new implications up until that
moment unexplored”[14].
Theologians refer to the infallibility of the Church when they speak of an infallibility in docendo and an
infallibility in credendo. The Church, in fact, is made up of a teaching part (docens) and a taught part
(discens). It is only for the Church docens to teach revealed truth infallibly, whereas the Church discens
receives and conserves this truth. However, alongside the infallibility in teaching there is also the
infallibility in believing, since neither the corpus docendi, invested with the power of teaching the entire
Church, nor the universality of the faithful in believing, can fall into error. If, in fact, the flock of the
faithful as a whole could fall into error, believing something to be of Revelation which is not, the
promise of Divine assistance to the Church would be frustrated. St. Thomas Aquinas refers to the

infallibility of the Church as a whole, when he affirms : “it is impossible that the judgment of the
universal Church is wrong in that which is referred to the faith[15]”.
The ‘Church learning’ in so far as it believes, belongs not only to the faithful, but also to priests,
Bishops and the Pope themselves, since everyone is required to believe the truths revealed by God—
superiors no less than inferiors. In the Church there is, however, only one infallibility of which all Her
members share in an organic and different way : each one according to [his] ecclesial office.
Individual Christians can err in matters of faith, even when they hold the highest ecclesiastical offices,
but not the Church as such—She is always immaculate in Her doctrine.
This infallibility is expressed in the so‐called “sensus fidelium”[16], of which the entire people of God
enjoy infallibility not only by reflex but also pro‐actively as often they anticipate Church definitions,
or contribute in making them clearer : for example this occurred before the Council of Ephesus
proclaimed the Virgin Mary as Mother of God. St. Cyril[17] and St. Celestine[18] attest that the
Christian populace already acknowledged belief in the Divine Maternity as “the faith that the Universal
Church professes”[19]. In the history of the Church, devotion to the Blessed Virgin was the field
whereby the influence of the Holy Spirit on the faithful was manifested with force majeure.
2. The sensus fidei in the history of the Church
The first author who uses the term “sensus fidei” seems to be Vincent of Lerins (who died around 445
AD). In his Commonitorium he proposes as normative the Faith observed everywhere always and by
all (quod ubique, quod semper, quodo ab omnibus creditum est)[20]. The first historical manifestation of the
sensus fidei however, may be regarded as the Arian Crisis in which, according to the careful
reconstruction by Blessed John Henry Newman[21](1801‐1890), the ‘Church teaching’ appeared often
uncertain and lost but the sensus fidelium preserved the integrity of the Faith so much so that St. Hilary
was able to say : “Sanctiores sunt aures fideles populi labiis sacerdotum”[22]. Card. Newman writes :
“There was a temporary suspense of the function of the Ecclesia docens. The body of Bishops failed in
their confession of the faith. They spoke variously one against another ; there was nothing, after
Nicaea, of firm, unvarying, consistent testimony for nearly sixty years”. During this period, he adds,
“the Divine tradition committed to the infallible Church was proclaimed and maintained far more by
the faithful than by the Episcopate”[23].
All of the great modern councils have referred to the sensus fidei. The Council of Trent made appeal
repeatedly to the judgment of the entire Church in defending articles in contrast to the Catholic Faith.
Its decree on the Sacrament of the Eucharist (1551), for example, invokes specifically “the general
consensus of the Church” (universum Ecclesiae sensum) [24]. The Dominican Melchior Cano (1509‐
1560), who took part in the Council of Trent, in his treatise De locis theologicis, for the first time treated
the sensus fidelium extensively defending, against the Protestants, the values Catholics recognize
regarding the power of Tradition in theological argument[25].
Also the Dogmatic Constitution Pastor aeternus of the First Vatican Council which defined the Pope’s
infallible Magisterium presupposed the sensus fidei fidelium. The original project of the Constitution
Supremi pastoris which served as the base for Pastor aeternus had a chapter on the infallibility of the
Church (c. IX)[26]. Nonetheless, when the agenda for the day was discussed with the aim of

addressing the question of pontifical infallibility, the discussion of this principle was adjourned and
never taken up again. In his final relatio Monsignor Gasser cites the example of the Immaculate
Conception to show that the Pope deemed consultation with the Church necessary before reaching the
definition of the dogma. The research of Father Giovanni Perrone (1794‐1876) on the patristic
conception of the sensus fidelium had a strong influence on Pope Pius IX’s decision to proceed with the
definition of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception[27]. In the apostolic constitution which
contains the definition Ineffabilis Deus (1854) Pius IX uses the language of Perrone to describe the
concordant testimony of the bishops and the faithful[28].
Like Pius IX Pope Pius XII, before defining the dogma of the bodily Assumption of Mary Most Holy
wished to consult the bishops of the entire world who, besides voicing their opinion, had to testify to
the devotion of their faithful[29]. In those years, the sensus fidei was the object of some important
studies in particular, those by Franciscan Father Carlo Balić and the Redemptorist Clement
Dillenschneider, the Dominican Claudio Garcia Extremeno and the Servite Tommaso Maria
Bartolomei[30].
Also the Second Vatican Council dealt with the sensus fidei or communis fidelium sensus. In particular,
Chapter 12 of Lumen Gentium, asserts : “The entire body of the faithful, anointed as they are by the
Holy One, cannot err in matters of belief. They manifest this special property by means of the whole
peoples’ supernatural discernment in matters of faith when ‘from the Bishops down to the last of the
lay faithful’ they show universal agreement in matters of faith and morals. That discernment in
matters of faith is aroused and sustained by the Spirit of truth. It is exercised under the guidance of
the sacred teaching authority in faithful and respectful obedience to which the people of God accepts
that which is not just the word of men but truly the word of God (cf. 1 Titus 2, 13). Through it, the
people of God adheres unwaveringly to the faith given once and for all to the saints (cf. Gdc. 3),
penetrates it more deeply with right thinking, and applies it more fully to life”.
The fact that at times, the progressives have used this passage to contest the ecclesiastical authorities,
doesn’t mean that it is false and that it cannot be understood, like many other passages from the
Council, in conformity with Tradition. It should be noted, moreover, that in the modern age the
doctrine of the sensus fidei has been explored mainly by great theologians of the Roman School, such as
Father Giovanni Perrone (1794‐1876) and Father Matthias Joseph Scheeben (1836‐1888), Cardinals
Baptiste Franzelin (1816‐1886) and Louis Billot (1846‐1931)[31] . Cardinal Franzelin in particular,
underlines the role of the Holy Spirit in forming and maintaining the conscientia fidei communis of the
Christian people and like Melchior Cano judges the sensus fidelium as one of the organs of Tradition to
which it is a faithful echo[32]. I am reminded of Monsignor Gherardini the latest brilliant exponent of
the Roman School who gave me a gift in the ‘Eighties of a study dedicated to the sensus fidei entitled
Infalibilidad del Pueblo de Dios by Don Jesús Sancho Bielsa published by the Faculty of Theology at the
University of Navarra[33]. There are other authors belonging to the same Opus Dei school who have
given ample [scope] to the sensus fidei like the theologians Fernando Ocàriz and Antonio Blanco[34].
Nonetheless, throughout history the sensus fidei has been made manifest in the minds and hearts of
ordinary lay‐people before being written by theologians as Benedict XVI recalled with these
words[35]: “Important theologians like Duns Scotus enriched what the People of God already
spontaneously believed about the Blessed Virgin and expressed in acts of devotion, in the arts and in

Christian life in general, with the specific contribution of their thought. [...] This is all thanks to that
supernatural sensus fidei, namely, that capacity infused by the Holy Spirit that qualifies us to embrace
the reality of the faith with humility of heart and mind.[...] May theologians always be ready to listen
to this source of faith and retain the humility and simplicity of children ! I mentioned this a few
months ago[36] saying : There have been great scholars, great experts, great theologians, teachers of
faith who have taught us many things. They have gone into the details of Sacred Scripture, of the
history of salvation but have been unable to see the mystery itself, its central nucleus. [...] The essential
has remained hidden ! On the other hand, in our time there have also been ‘little ones’ who have
understood this mystery. Let us think of St Bernadette Soubirous ; of St Thérèse of Lisieux, with her
new interpretation of the Bible that is ‘non‐scientific’ but goes to the heart of Sacred Scripture”.
3.The nature of the sensus fidei according to the teaching of theologians
In 2014, the International Theological Commission, presided by Cardinal Gerhard Ludwig Müller,
Prefect of the Congregation for the Faith, published a study entitled The sensus fidei in the life of the
Church [which was] interesting most of all for its references to St. Thomas Aquinas[37]. In these pages
it is made clear that, unlike theology which can be described as a scientia fidei, the sensus fidei is not a
reflexive, conceptual, knowledge of the mysteries of the Faith but a spontaneous intuition with which
the believer adheres to the true Faith or refuses what opposes it[38]. It therefore derives from the
Faith and is a property[39] thereof. It is compared to an instinct since it is a type of spontaneous
intuition which comes from the innateness (connaturality) the virtue of faith establishes between the
believer subject and the object of the authentic Faith. The theologians Ocàriz and Blanco define it as
the “capacity of the believer, not only to believe what is presented to him by the Church as truth of the
Faith, but also and above all the facility of discerning, as if by instinct, what is in agreement with the
Faith from what is not and also the facility of drawing greater in‐depth conclusions from the truths
taught by the Magisterium not by way of theological reasoning but spontaneously through a sort of
innate (connatural) knowledge. The virtue of faith (habitus fidei) produces in fact an innateness
(connaturality) of the human spirit with revealed mysteries, so that the supernatural truth attracts the
intellect”[40].
The doctrine of knowledge per quandam connaturalitatem is a form of interior intelligence that springs
from the faith as instinctus or lumen fidei : St. Thomas Aquinas explains it in the Summa Theologiae
[where] he asserts that the “rectitude of judgment is twofold : first, on account of perfect use of reason,
secondly, on account of a certain connaturality with the matter about which one has to judge. Thus,
about matters of chastity a man after inquiring with his reason forms a right judgement, if he has
learnt the science of morals, while he who has the habit of chastity judges of such matters by a kind of
connaturality”[41].
The reason is that the virtuous man has a stable disposition (habitus) in exercising a certain type of
behaviour. The chaste man loves instinctively what is pure and likewise in an immediate manner
experiences a repugnance for what is turbid and impure. This spiritual instinct allows him to discern
how to behave in the most difficult situations and thus to resolve in practice problems which for
moralists can remain abstract. “The habitus of faith—explains the Angelic Doctor—possesses a
capacity whereby, thanks to it, the believer is prevented from giving assent to what is contrary to the
faith, just as chastity gives protection with regard to whatever is contrary to chastity[42]”. Thus, in

agreement with the connaturality that comes to him from this habit (habitus),“a man adheres to the
truths of the faith and not to the errors contrary to it through the light of the faith infused in him by
God”[43].
The supernatural capacity that the believer has in perceiving, penetrating and applying to his life the
revealed truth that comes from the Holy Spirit [is relevant here]. St. Thomas takes as a starting point
the fact that the universal Church is governed by the Holy Spirit, Who, as Jesus Christ promised “will
teach (Her) the entire truth” (John 16, 13)[44]. “Showing the truth—says the Angelic Doctor—is a
property of the Holy Spirit, because it is love which brings about the revelations of secrets”[45].
This sense of the faith exists in all believers, including sinners, even if he who is in a state of Grace has
a deeper and more intense insight of the dogmas of faith than he who is in sin ; and among those who
are in a state of Grace the insight is proportionate to the level of sanctity. Such insight in fact is an
illumination that comes from the grace of the faith and the gifts of the Holy Spirit in the soul,
especially those of the intellect, knowledge and wisdom[46].
This Christian sense has nothing whatever to do with the religious sentiment of the modernist type,
condemned in the encyclical Pascendi by St. Pius X and even less so with that facultas appetendi et
affectandi of which the encyclical Humani generis [of] Pius XII[47] makes mention. The sensus fidei is not
in fact a product of the sensibilities, but of the faith, of grace and of the gifts of the Holy Spirit which
enlighten the intellect and move the will[48].
The Holy Spirit Who dwells in the faithful does not remain inactive. He lives in the soul, like the sun,
to illuminate it. The inspirations of the Holy Spirit are a reality which can accompany the ordinary life
of every Christian faithful to the action of Grace. The Divine inspiration of the Holy Spirit, as Father
Arnaldo Maria Lanz S.J. explains, must not be confused with interior revelations and locutions which
communicate new ideas through an extraordinary influence, but it is a Divine “instinct” which helps
us know and act better under the influence of God[49]. “Now—writes Father Balić—this Spirit of the
Seven Gifts Who dwells in us not as in the midst of ruins but as in a temple (1 Cor. 3, 16‐17; 6, 19) is the
Spirit of Pentecost ; He is the Spirit of Truth (John 14, 17) whose special mission consists in revealing to
the world the full substance of Christ and all the wonders the Son of God had kept hidden or had not
completely and clearly revealed”[50]. Thanks to the sensus fidei the believer perceives the truths
preserved in the revealed deposit [of the faith]. [And thus] the promise of St. John is fulfilled : “The
unction from the Holy One : that is grace and wisdom from the Holy Ghost” (1 John 2, 20).
4. Sensus fidei, Magisterium and Tradition
Father Balić also calls the sensus fidei “Catholic common sense” or “Christian sense” (sensus christianus)
[51]. In philosophy ordinary common sense is the intelligence and natural light with which men are
normally endowed : a quality which permits the understanding of the notions of good and evil, true
and false, beauty and ugliness[52].
“Catholic common sense” is the supernatural light which the Christian receives at Baptism and
Confirmation. These sacraments infuse us with the capacity to adhere to the truths of the faith
through supernatural instinct, even before... theological reasoning.

In the same way that common sense is measured by the objectivity of the real, the sensus fidei is
measured by the objective rule of the truths of the faith contained in the Church’s Tradition. The
proximate rule of the Faith is the infallible Magisterium of the Church [whose burden belongs] only
[to] those who, by Christ’s will, have the right and the office to teach : the Apostles and their
successors. The mass of the faithful have no [office] in this official teaching, and [their function] is
limited to [that of] receiving it. “They would err, however, – writes Father Balić – who think that this
mass is in a merely passive and mechanical state in regard to this doctrine. And in fact the faith of the
laity, like the doctrine of the shepherds, is sustained by the influence of the Holy Spirit and the faithful
by their Christian sense and profession of their Faith contribute to the exposition, publication,
manifestation and testimony of the Christian truth”[53].
The faithful, although they have no mission to teach, have the function of preserving and propagating
their faith. The theologians Ocàriz and Blanco write, citing Cardinal Franzelin : “The infallibility of
the ‘sensus fidei’ manifested by the ‘consensus fidelium’exists even when it refers to a truth not yet
infallibly taught by the Magisterium. In this case the ‘consensus fidelium’ is a certain [criterion] of truth
since it is a criterion ‘divinae traditionis’”[54] sub ductu magisterii, under the control of the Magisterium.
The Magisterium nevertheless is not the source of Revelation [comprised of] Scripture and Tradition
which constitute the “remote rule” of the faith and of which the Magisterium is nourished. In this
sense Cardinal Franzelin, citing St. Irenaeus, defines Tradition as “immutable rule of truth”, since it is
nothing other than the Church’s integral doctrine which comes to us from the successors of the
Apostles with the assistance of the Holy Spirit[55].
Cardinal Franzelin cites St. Athanasius, St. Epiphanius and St. Hilary in support of his thesis. The
latter speaks of the “conscience of the common faith” opposed to the “impious intelligence” of the
heretics[56]. Also St. Augustine defines “the rule of faith” as that “faith of which we have been
nourished”[57] and designates it as an objective truth which is found in the Church where we have
received it[58]. Cardinal Billot defines Tradition as “the rule of faith anterior to all the others”, a rule
of faith not only remote but also close and immediate, depending on the point of view which is being
proposed to us[59]. Monsignor Brunero Gherardini offers this definition : “Tradition is the official
transmission on the part of the Church and Her organs which are divinely instituted, and infallibly
assisted by the Holy Spirit, of Divine Revelation in [the] spatial‐temporal dimension”[60].
It should be remembered that the Church is the Mystical Body of which Christ is the Head, the Holy
Ghost the Soul, and all the faithful, from the Pope down to the last baptized person, are the members.
The Church, however, as a whole should not be confused with the Churchmen that form Her. The
Church is impeccable, infallible, indefectible. Churchmen individually taken, are not, with the
exception of the person of the Pope or a Council gathered under his name [whose task is] to define
solemnly a question of faith... under the proper conditions, has the privilege of infallibility. In the
absence of the required conditions, the Pope or a Council can err and those who consider them always
infallible fall into the error of papolatry (or counciliolatry) which leads to wrongfully attributing to the
Papacy, or the Church per se responsibility for many failures, scandals and errors by some [of the]
popes [who] have governed Her[61].
The Vatican Theological Commission stated : “Alerted by their sensus fidei, individual believers may

deny assent even to the teaching of legitimate pastors if they do not recognise in that teaching the
voice of Christ, the Good Shepherd[62]”. In fact as the Apostle John recalls “and the sheep follow him
(the Good Shepherd) because they know his voice. But a stranger they follow not, but fly from him,
because they know not the voice of strangers” (John 10, 4‐5).
For St. Thomas Aquinas, even if a believer lacks theological competence in virtue of his sensus fidei he
can, and actually must, resist his bishop if the latter is preaching heterodox things[63]. Again St.
Thomas teaches that in extreme cases it is licit, and actually right and proper, to resist publicly even a
papal decision as St. Paul resisted St. Peter to his face : “Hence Paul, who was Peter’s subject, rebuked
him in public on account of the imminent danger of scandal concerning the faith and, as the gloss of
Augustine says, ‘Peter gave an example to superiors, that if at any time they should happen to stray
from the straight path, they should not disdain to be reproved by their subjects’ (Gal. 2, 14)”[64].
The sensus fidei can induce the faithful, in some cases, to refuse their assent to some ecclesiastical
documents and place themselves before the supreme authority in a situation of resistance and
apparent disobedience. The disobedience is only apparent since in these cases of legitimate resistance
the evangelical principle that one must obey God rather than men prevails (Acts 5, 29)[65].
Legitimate “disobedience” to an order unjust in itself [concerning] faith and morals can be induced in
particular cases even to publicly resisting the Supreme Pontiff. Arnaldo Xavier da Silveira in a study
dedicated to the Public Resistance to the Decisions of the Ecclesiastical Authority[66] demonstrated this
very well by citing quotations from the saints, doctors of the Church, illustrious theologians and canon
lawyers.
The Code of Canon Law [currently in force], from canon 208 to canon 223 under the title De omnium
christifidelium obligationibus et iuribus, outlines the common status to all the faithful and ascribes to the
laity the responsibility of intervening in the problems of the Church. In canon 212 it says [of] the
faithful “According to the knowledge, competence, and prestige which they possess, they have the right and
even at times the duty to manifest to the sacred pastors their opinion on matters which pertain to the good of the
Church and to make their opinion known to the rest of the Christian faithful, without prejudice to the integrity
of faith and morals, with reverence toward their pastors, and attentive to common advantage and the dignity of
persons”.
5. Rules to discern and foster the sensus fidei
What [are] the criteria to discern and foster the authentic sensus fidei ? We have said many times that
the sensus fideiis is [not at all] a subjective sentiment. It is not the free examination of the Protestants ;
it is not a charismatic experience. It is a supernatural instinct rooted in the objective faith of the
Church expressed by Her Magisterium and Tradition.
The Magisterium can be understood in two senses : as an act of the ecclesiastical authority which
teaches a truth (subjective Magisterium) or as an object believed, a set of truths which are taught
(objective Magisterium). In the first case the Magisterium is a function exercised by the ecclesiastical
authority to teach revealed Truths. In the second it is an objective deposit of truth which coincides
with Tradition.

The sensus fidei plays a decisive role during times of crisis in which an evident contradiction between
the subjective Magisterium and the objective is created, between the authorities that teach and the
truths of the faith they must guard and transmit. The sensus fidei induces the believer to reject any
ambiguity and falsification of the truth, leaning on the immutable Tradition of the Church, which does
not oppose the Magisterium, but includes it.
The ultimate rule of the faith is not the contemporary ‘living’ Magisterium, in what it contains as non‐
defining, but Tradition or rather the objective and perennial Magisterium which constitutes, along
with Holy Scripture, one of the sources of the Word of God. Ordinarily the Magisterium is the
proximate rule of faith inasmuch as it transmits and applies infallible truths contained in the deposit
of Revelation but in the case of a contrast between the novelties proposed by the subjective or “living”
Magisterium and Tradition, the primacy can only be given to Tradition, for one simple [reason].
Tradition, which is the “living” Magisterium in its universality and continuity, is in itself infallible
whereas the so‐called “living” Magisterium, meant as the current predication by the ecclesiastical
hierarchy, is only so in determinate conditions. Tradition in fact is always divinely assisted ; the
Magisterium is so only when it is expressed in an extraordinary way or when, in ordinary form, it
teaches with continuity over time, a truth of faith and morals. The fact that the ordinary Magisterium
cannot constantly teach a truth contrary to the faith, does not exclude that this same Magisterium may
fall per accidens into error when the teaching is circumscribed in space and time and is not expressed in
an extraordinary manner[67].
This does not [at all] mean... that dogmatic truth must be the result of the sentiment of lay‐people and
that nothing can be defined without first hearing the opinion of the universal Church, as if the
Magisterium was simply a revealer of the faith of the people, quasi‐regulated by them in its
magisterial function[68]. It means [rather] as Padre Garcia Extremeno asserts, that the Magisterium
cannot propose anything infallibly to the Church, if it is not contained in Tradition, which is the
supreme regula fidei of the Church[69].
Tradition is maintained and transmitted by the Church not only through the Magisterium but through
all the faithful “from the bishops down to the laity”[70], as the famous formula by St. Augustine cited
in Lumen Gentium no. 12 [says]. The doctor from Hippo makes an appeal in particular to “the people
of the faith”[71] who do not exercise a Magisterium but on the basis of their sensus fidei guarantee the
continuity of the transmission of a truth.
It is evident from what we have said that the sensus fidei, like the act of faith for that matter, has a
rational foundation. When the sensus fidei points out a contrast between some expressions of the
living Magisterium and the Tradition of the Church, its foundation is not the theological competence
of the believer but good use of logic illuminated by grace. In this sense the principle of non‐
contradiction constitutes a fundamental [criterion] of verification of the act of faith as... in every
intellectual act[72]. Everything that appears irrational and contradictory repels the sensus fidei. The
faith is based on reason since the act of faith by its very nature is an act of the intellectual faculties.
“The noblest act of the intellect that a man can make in this mortal life, is most certainly the act of
faith”, observes Padre Christian Pesch (1835‐1925)[73] , who explains that the act of faith cannot be
freed from the intellect by replacing the essence of the faith with an irrational abandonment to God in

the Lutheran manner. He who denies the evidence of reason falls into Fideism, which has nothing
whatever to do with the true faith.
Also the adhesion of the conscience to the principles of faith or morals is always rational. The
conscience is in fact the judgement of the practical intellect which, grounded in the light of the prime
rational principles, evaluates the morality of our acts in their concrete singularity[74]. Our conscience
does not have its objective rule in the person of the Pope or bishops but in the Divine and natural law
which the supreme authorities of the Church have the task of transmitting and defending. Therefore,
as Cardinal Newman says, “conscience is the first among all the vicars of Christ”[75]. Faced with a
proposition that contradicts faith or morals we have the moral duty to follow our conscience which
opposes it. Nobody can be obliged to adhere to a principle he [assesses as] false, nor commit an act
that in conscience he [assesses as] unjust.
The faith which is illuminated by grace nurtures moreover the interior life of the believer. Without an
interior life one does not obtain the help that comes from grace which has its only source in Jesus
Christ. The Pope, the Vicar of Christ but not His successor, is not in himself a source of divine grace.
Regarding this Father Roger Calmel writes : “It is necessary that our interior life be directed not to the
Pope but to Jesus Christ. Our interior life which evidently includes the truths of Revelation about the
Pope must be directed purely to the High Priest, Our God and Saviour Jesus Christ, in order to
triumph over the scandals that come to the Church from the Pope”[76].
God acts in history as exemplary cause of the universe, in His own attribute of Divine Wisdom. The
sensus fidei is nurtured also in this exemplarity by imitating the models the history of the Church has
offered us. The first and most excellent imitation is Jesus Christ, Wisdom Incarnate, above all in the
Agony in Gethsemane ; [thereafter} imitation of the Blessed Virgin above all on Holy Saturday when
Her faith summed up that of the Church : “apostolis fugientibus, in Passione Domini fides Ecclesiae in
beatissima Virgine sola remansit”[77] ; [and] the imitation of the Saints like St. Athanasius, St. Bruno of
Segni, St. Peter Damien, St. Brigit, St Catherine, St. Louis Maria Grignion de Monfort, who were
illuminated by the Holy Spirit during dramatic times in Church history. The Saints, writes St. Bernard
of Clairvaux, appear on earth to be [our] models and are taken to heaven to be our patrons[78]. And
today more than ever we need models and patrons.
The sensus fidei in the end has to be transformed into that confidence which, as Father de Saint‐Laurent
citing St. Thomas states, represents the summit of the two theological virtues of faith and hope[79].
The problems we are faced with like the presence of heresies in pontifical documents and the
hypothesis of a heretic Pope are of enormous importance. We do not claim to resolve them at a
conference, in an article, in a book, or a conversation. But neither can we recoil from the evidence of
the facts. The questions of a heretic Pope and heretical magisterial documents can give rise to distress
of a psychological more than a theological order when [the issues] pass from the abstract level to the
concrete one. At times we are terrified when faced with the consequences that can open up in the life
of the Church, as well as each one of us, [to] the idea of a Pope a fide devius. But denying the evidence
for fear of the consequences would [show] a lack of confidence in Divine Providence which will allow
us to resolve these problems, one moment at a time, by abandoning ourselves to the action of the Holy
Spirit in our souls.

Sufficit diei malitia sua : “sufficient for the day are the evils thereof” (Mt 6, 34). We needn’t expect to
resolve tomorrow’s problems today without the grace that tomorrow brings. All of the Saints lived in
this spirit of abandonment fulfilling the Divine Will in the way it was made manifest [to them]
moment by moment, without allowing themselves to worry about the future. “Their secret,” writes
Father Garrigou‐Lagrange, “was living moment by moment what the Divine action wanted to make of
them”[80].
It will be the Blessed Virgin Mary, the destroyer of all heresies, Who will show us the way to continue
professing the true faith and resist evil actively in ways that the situation will impose [on us]. We are
not infallible and the Pope is, only under determined conditions. But the Divine Promise is infallible:
Ego vobiscum sum omnibus diebus usque ad consummationem saeculi, “Behold I am with you all days, even
to the consummation of the world” (Mt 28, 20). This is the source of our unshakeable confidence.
[Translation: Rorate Contributor Francesca Romana]
This rendition with slight editing to improve translation by MJB
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